DEAN’S UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH FUND GRANTS, 2021-2022

Ziyne Abdo, Journalism  
_Collegiate Research Scholar_

Lisa Abe, Neural Science  
_Collegiate Research Scholar_

Elizabeth Abraham, Biology  
_Collegiate Research Scholar_

JJ Adler, Chemistry  
_Collegiate Research Scholar_

Aashna Agarwal, Journalism  
_Collegiate Research Scholar_

Cenk Akiz, Neural Science  
_Dr. Milton Goldstein, D.D.S., Research Scholar._

Z Akpinar, Psychology  
_Sidney Feldshuh & Lillian Kaplan Feldshuh Research Scholar._

Najah Aldridge, Global Public Health/Sociology  
_Mary Rudie Barneby Research Scholar._

Marguerite Alley, Spanish  
_Collegiate Research Scholar_

Katherine Alsfelder, Physics  
_Collegiate Research Scholar_

Tzivia Appleman, Politics  
_Collegiate Research Scholar_

Taka Araki, Biochemistry  
_Collegiate Research Scholar_

Rafael Baez, Biology  
_Collegiate Research Scholar_

Leah Bahramipour, Politics  
_Collegiate Research Scholar_
Julia Bails, International Relations  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Evie Bair, Spanish  
*Seena and George Silbert Research Scholar.*

Chris-Ann Barnett, Politics  
*Joel and Shari Beckman Research Scholar.*

Saralika Barua, Sociology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Diya Basu, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Julia Baxley, History  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

John Beattie, Economics  
*Kurt M. Mislow Research Encouragement Scholar.*

Kenna Beban, Journalism  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Rachel Joy Bell, Sociology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Ana Benacerraf, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Elif Bengi, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Arushee Bhoja, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Becky Bian, Economics and Mathematics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Jeremiah Bonnet, Sociology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
Ivan Brea, Politics  
*Miller Family Research Scholar.*

Aurelia Meiqi Brook, Physics  
*Joan Kupersmith Larkin Research Scholar.*

Adam Bruzzese, Biology  
*Peggy and Bernard Sakin Research Scholar.*

Isa Buitron, Journalism  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Jared Burke, Neural Science  
*Hirschfeld Family Research Scholar.*

Christian Caballero, Politics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Angela Cai, English and American Literature  
*Washington Square College Class of ’42 Research Scholar in Humanities*

andrew califf, Anthropology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Catherine Cao, Applied Psychology  
*Susumu Okamura Research Scholar*

Ming Cao, Computer Science  
*Mortimer J. Natkins Memorial Research Scholar, The New York Community Trust Murray Hidary Research Scholar*

Emma Carrig, Art History  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Tyler Centeio, Sociology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Diya Chatterjee, Anthropology and Linguistics  
*Ellie and David Werber Research Scholar in Social Sciences.*

Catherine Chen, International Relations  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
Carrie Chen, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

Scott Chen, Computer Science/Computer Engineering
Collegiate Research Scholar

Darlene Cheong, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Ilona Cherepakhina, Sociology
Frances and Benjamin Benenson Research Scholar.

Jenny Choi, Comparative Literature
Dr. Evan and Brooke Kaye Research Scholar.

Ingrid Chung, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Sophia Claas, Psychology
William B. Baer Research Scholar.

Docker Clark, Environmental Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

Rose Clarke, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Sophia Cordeiro, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Andrea Cortés, Biology
Horace Wendorf Research Scholar.

Caroline Coyer, Journalism
Collegiate Research Scholar

Armon Dadvand, Psychology
Arthur Noulas Research Scholar.

Dominik Dajka, Philosophy
Collegiate Research Scholar

Lasya Damaraju, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar
Alina Davydov, Biology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Lisa Diez, Neural Science
*Stan Brettschneider Research Scholar Award in the Sciences.*

Sanjana Dixit, Psychology
*Nathan and Sarah Chesin & Bernard and Mollie Steuer Research Scholarship in the Life Sciences.*

KD Dretler, Linguistics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Mya Edmund, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Camila Fang, Neural Science
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Micah Feinberg, Computer Science
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Amanda Feingold, Global Public Health/Anthropology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Ashley Feng, Neural Science
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Isabel Feng, International Relations
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Jing Feng, Journalism
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Stephanie Feng, Politics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Lukeman Forgah, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Caroline Foster, Anthropology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
Matthew Foster Walsh, Computer Science  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Rina Francolini, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Maxwell Freyre, Anthropology  
*Arthur Frommer Research Scholar for Travel and Global Studies*

Ingrid Friedman, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Matías Gallegos Ruiz, Spanish  
*Rose and Barry McMerney Research Scholar.*

Kiley Gan, Neural Science  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Luc Giner, History  
*Nicole and Joseph Meyer Research Scholar.*

Emily Glass, Journalism  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Caroline Goetz, Economics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Sam Golden, Spanish  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Aishwarya Gollamudi, Biology  
*Robert Selander Research Scholar.*

Seb Goodwin-Groen, Neural Science  
*Sylvia Engel Friedman Research Scholar.*

Aislyn Gordon, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Brandon Gorodokin, Biology  
*Sorrell and Lorraine Chesin Research Scholarship in the Life Sciences.*

Sydney Green, Anthropology  
*William F. Weld Research Scholar in Ancient Studies.*
Rachael Griswold, Art History
Herman J. Wechsler Research Scholar in Fine Arts

Jeffrey Guan, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Anvita Guda, Language and Mind
James A. Shea Research Scholar.

Sophia Gumbs, Social & Cultural Analysis
Collegiate Research Scholar

Wendy Guo, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Payton Guo, Computer Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

Hourui Guo, Economics and Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Hannah Hamling, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Paige Hanoka, Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Sage Harley, Economics
Wilfred L. and Ruth S.F. Peltz Research Scholar.

Sydney Harris, Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Eric Heidinger, Urban Design & Architecture Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

Selin Hekimgil, Computer Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

Jayce Helpley, Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar
Abaigeal Heneghan, French  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Nia Hope, History  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Claire Hornburg, Physics  
*Myron Kove Research Scholar, Arthur L. Wolf Research Scholar*

Jesse Howard, Biochemistry  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Kurt Hu, Biochemistry  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Amy Huang, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Andy Huang, Computer Science  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Stephanie Huang, Neural Science  
*Holten Family Research Scholar.*

Emily Huang, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Whitney Hughes, Journalism  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Mariah Hulbert, Politics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Taylor Hvidsten, Politics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Cate Hynes, Journalism  
*Barnet and Phyllis Liberman Research Scholar.*

Genie Jang, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Kathryn Jano, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
Jordan Janowski, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

Tianyi Jin, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Yingxi Jin, Neural Science
Marion Cohen Griffel Research Scholar.

Gianna Jirak, Global Public Health/Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Lily Johnson, Psychology
Larry and Klara Silverstein Research Scholar.

Peyton Jolley, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Raisy Jrada, Urban Design & Architecture Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

Aminata Juwara, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Aayush Kaneria, Philosophy
Collegiate Research Scholar

Diana Kazarian, Computer Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

Evelyn Keefer, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Jason Kemp, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Julia Kempton, Economics and Computer Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

Isabella Kest, Biology
Max and Cecil (Steuer) Chesin Research Scholarship in the Life Sciences.
Raef Khan, Linguistics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Fabiha Khan, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Sarah Kim, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Alyssa Kim, Art History
Collegiate Research Scholar

Matigan King, Journalism
Collegiate Research Scholar

Nandita Kohli, Integrated Digital Media
Collegiate Research Scholar

Kiran Kottapalli, Psychology
Bailey Family Research Scholar.

Mark Kuang, Computer Science
Nicholas and Andrea Ferrara Research Scholar.

Nadia Kucher, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

Preethi Kumar, Global Public Health/Biology
Dr. Aston McLaughlin Research Scholar.

Lily Kunkel, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Yeats Lai, Global Public Health/Anthropology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Anna Langlois, Journalism
Collegiate Research Scholar

Laura Lausell, Linguistics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Olivia Leal, Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar
Nikki Lee, Neural Science
*Eileen Guggenheim Research Scholar.*

Zachary Lee, Politics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Victoire Legrand, International Relations
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Allison Levin, Physics
*Howard Levene (WSC ’41) Research Scholar.*

Jennifer Li, Neural Science
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Jiaxuan Li, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Shannon Li, Psychology
*Dr. Charles Barbiere Research Scholar, Sidney Probst Research Scholar*

Jessie Li, Economics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Miao Li, International Relations
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Alice Li, International Relations
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Crystal Li, Politics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Jeremy Li, Biology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Katherine Libenson, Journalism
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

I-Ting Shelly Lin, Public Policy
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
Josephine Liu, Biology
*Ravi and Nalni Saligram Research Scholar.*

Jingxuan Liu, Economics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Athena Liu, Mathematics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Diana Liu, History
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Anny Liu, Sociology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Michael Llanos, Biology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Sebastian Long, Biology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Phoebe Lopez, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Matthew Lorenzo, Biochemistry
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Niall Lowrie, Art History
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Salma Lozano, Politics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Warren Lu, Global Public Health/Biology
*Roger and Beth Carlton Research Scholar.*

Nikkie Lyubarsky, History
Susan and Robert Grossman Research Scholar. *(for projects in Hebrew language and/or Jewish Studies)*

Linkai Ma, Mathematics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
Nahusha Madhusudan, Politics
Pudding Hill Research Scholar.

Oliver Madilian, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Charlene Manipon, Biochemistry
Julie C. Schiefflin Research Scholar.

Anushka Maqbool, Urban Design & Architecture Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

Tiffany Markus, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

Senniah Mason, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

Sam McCormack, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Rachel McCray, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Anjali Mehta, Philosophy
Collegiate Research Scholar

Zoey Meng, Anthropology
George Maker Research Scholar.

MeiLiu Merchant, Psychology
Giuseppe Astorina Research Scholar.

Bearach Miwatani-Minter, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

Mina Mohammadi, Politics
J.S. Sinclair Research Scholar.

Rachel Moorman-Minton, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

Megan Moran, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar
Michael Morris, Journalism
*Samuel E.Q. Ashley Research Scholar.*

Riley Neher, Data Science
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Chris Ng, Biochemistry
*Dr. Dorothy Starr Research Scholar.*

Brooke Nguyen, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Sean Nordquist, Computer Science
*Benjamin P.B. and Fannie L.G. Feldman Research.*

Esofi Nunyi, Global Public Health/Sociology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Amajindi Nwankpa, Neural Science
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Melissa Olivar, Neural Science
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Sofia Olivarez, Sociology
*Peter Bergmann Research Scholar.*

Maria Olloqui, Journalism
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Claudia Olmo, History
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Jae Ortiz, Social & Cultural Analysis
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Michael Paciullo, Computer Science/Math
*Joan C. Sutlles Estate Research Scholar.*

James Parrott, Anthropology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
Pragya Parthasarathy, Economics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Yash Patel, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Jared Peraglia, Film and Television
*Liebman Family Research Scholar.*

Jen Perez, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Ilan Pesselev, Chemistry
*Philip Alfred Lotz Research Scholar.*

Katerina Petroff, Biochemistry
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Clara Plutzer, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Michelle Pollak, Biology
*Mary L. Santirocco Research Scholar.*

Kelly Qi, Computer Science
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Yichen Qian, Mathematics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Diego Antonio Quintana Licona, Chemistry
*Angelica Foundation Research Scholar.*

Ramia Rahman, Neural Science
*Salant Family Research Scholar in Pre-Health Studies.*

Roshni Raj, Neural Science
*Daniel Getman and Leonard Marker Memorial Research Scholar.*

Asha Ramachandran, Social & Cultural Analysis
*Ariel and Alaleh Ostad Research Scholar.*

Marilyn Ramos, Sociology
*Herman Berkman Undergraduate Research Scholar.*
Eric Rao, Biology  
*Schachter Family Research Scholar.*

Ted Ravago, Sociology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Liza Reizis, Biology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Amy Rhee, Economics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Elizabeth Rickert, History  
*Robert A. Fowkes Research Scholar*

Tomas Rios, International Relations  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Jordan Rivera, Biology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Joshua Rivera, Linguistics  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Jayda Robison, Physics  
*Dr. Molly S. Geller Research Scholar.*

Andrea Rodas, Linguistics  
*Jack Sitt Research Scholar.*

Angela Romanos, Sociology  
*Drs. Mayank and Amita Patel Research Scholar*

Ava Rooney, Psychology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Karlee Rowland-Paz, Biology  
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Natasha Roy, English and American Literature  
*William J. McKeon Research Scholar.*
Lee-Ann Rushlow, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Jordan Russo, Biology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Nadia Sadri, Biology
*Linn-Cohen Family Research Scholar.*

Karen San Agustin Ruiz, Neural Science
*Walter and Phyllis Loeb Research Scholar.*

Avni Sanghvi, Global Public Health/Biology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Maria Gracia Santillana Linares, Journalism
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Stuti Saria, Economics
*Marie and Anthony Rao Research Scholar.*

Sylvia Saxenian, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Trenten Sayles, Sociology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Kathrine Serebrianski, Global Public Health/Sociology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Vaishali Shah, Biology
*Lydia R. Reeve Research Scholar.*

Lingyun Shao, Mathematics
*John G. Fleming Research Scholar.*

Ibrahim Sheikh, Data Science
*Daniel A. Swick Research Scholar.*

Ju hee Shin, Chemistry/Chem & Biomolecular Engineering
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Aleksa Shinaberry, Biology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
Caitlin Shoemaker, Sociology  
Steffi Berne Research Scholar.

Nathalie Shoji, Global Public Health/Biology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

Deborah Shonack, Film and TV  
Collegiate Research Scholar

Saul Shukman, Anthropology  
Count Lorenzo Attolico di Adelfia Research Scholar.

Doug Simons, History  
Jurate Kazickas Research Scholar.

Adelina Simpson, Psychology  
Varet Family Research Scholar.

Muhammad Soliman, Global Public Health/Biology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

Mennah Soliman, Biology  
Shirley Schmones Wallach Research Scholar.

Bojana Starcevic, International Relations  
Collegiate Research Scholar

Carly Stark, Anthropology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

Michael Steinhof, Computer Science  
Collegiate Research Scholar

Michael Sun, Computer Science/Math  
Collegiate Research Scholar

Patrick Sun, History  
Collegiate Research Scholar

Carina Sun, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar
Andrew Sun-Yan, Neural Science
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Pallavi Sundaram, Chemistry
*Nathan Ende Research Scholar, Drs. Aaron A. and Francine M. Stein Family Research Scholar.*

Jorge Tagle, International Relations
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Tatyana Tandanpolie, Africana Studies
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Rachel Tang, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Chaoting Tang, Sociology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Daniel Tavdy, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Kayla Thompson, English and American Literature
*Thomas Kane Research Scholar in English.*

Laila Tijani, Sociology
*Max Bronner Research Scholar.*

Josh Ting, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Kurt Tio, Chemistry
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Ilene Tisnovsky, Psychology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Zaskia Torres, International Relations
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Miles Tran, Biology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Ingrid June Schlesinger Katz International Research Scholar, Latin American Studies
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
Andreas Tsantilas, Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Danny Tuyuc, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

Natalie Urgiles, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Alejandra Urquieta, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

Belen Valor, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

Maggley Vielot, Public Policy
Collegiate Research Scholar

Amisha Vyas, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Silvia Wang, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

William Wang, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

Tricia Wang, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Keru Wang, Computer Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

Tanwi Wangikar, Environmental Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

Alissa Ward, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Amari Weddle, Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar
Andy Wei, Computer Science
Swartz Family Research Scholar.

Bruce Wen, Economics
Harold E. Akselrad Esq. Research Scholar

Abby Williams, Physics
Kringstein Family Research Scholar.

Jeremy Williams, Politics
John and Julia Lindsey Research Scholar.

Ebony Williams, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Ashley Winegarden, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Leila Winn, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Ashlyn Winship, Linguistics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Jill Wisnewski, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Sam Woodward, Urban Design & Architecture Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

Diana Wu, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Evelyn Wu, Computer Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

Wiley Wu, Economics
Howard M. Weisberg Family Research Scholar.

Laurel Xiang, Computer Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

XIAO XIAOFENG, Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar
Tammy Xing, Anthropology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Koko Xu, Mathematics
*RICHARD ROBINS ENTREPRENEURIAL RESEARCH SCHOLAR*

Ryan Xue, Neural Science
*JOSEPH JEROME RESEARCH SCHOLAR*

Albert Yan, Economics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Sandy Yang, Biology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Lily Yang, Economics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Howard Ye, Data science
*VARET FAMILY RESEARCH SCHOLAR*

Stella Ye, Sociology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Luopeiwen Yi, International Relations
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Caroline Yu, Biology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Yichen Yu, Computer Science
*JOSEPH A. RICE RESEARCH SCHOLAR*

Skylar Yue,
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Alex Yum, Global Public Health/Sociology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Jean Zamora, Journalism
*Collegiate Research Scholar*
Ruoheng Zeng, Neural Science
Joseph Gilbride Research Scholar.

Frances Zhang, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Kelly Zhang, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

Yunchang Zhang, Neural Science
Russell and Diane Hawkins Research Scholar.

Sarah Zhang, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

Yuan Zhang, Computer Science/Math
Collegiate Research Scholar

Steven Zhang, Mathematics
Daniel A. and Amy L. Rock Research Scholar.

Helen Zhao, Urban Design & Architecture Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

Jackie Zhao, Psychology
Sigal Family Research Scholar.

Michael Zheng, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

Abby Zhou, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Tracy Zhu, Data Science & Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Alicia Zhu, Global Public Health/Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Jonah Zinn, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Gabriela Cook, Anthropology
Collegiate Research Scholar
Eileen Hansa, Anthropology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Sukthi Gunda, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Keyur Patel, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Yusuf Rashid, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Lisa Wang, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Kahlman Wilson, Global Public Health/Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Scarlett Lin, Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Evan Cheng, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

Adam Feng, Philosophy
Collegiate Research Scholar

Safa Fazili, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

Savannah Prager, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Maddy Dupee, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Leo Kwok, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

Isabel Guerrero, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar
Ainsley Dean, Sociology
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Ajay Borra, Neural Science
*Collegiate Research Scholar*

Azul Zhang, Economics and Mathematics
*Collegiate Research Scholar*